Non-destructive evaluation of prosthetic heart valves by holographic interferometry.
Dysfunction of prosthetic heart valves is a common complication after heart valve replacement, affecting both biologic and mechanical prostheses. A preoperative, non-destructive test of each individual valve may help to prevent the implantation of a valve which has material weaknesses. To this end we developed a technique for testing heart valve prostheses by holographic interferometry. The advantage of this technique is that it provides a non-contact, non-destructive, highly sensitive three dimensional analysis of the valve under loading. Samples of several mechanical and biologic valve substitutes were investigated. Deformations of the valve, due to small pressure differences applied to the samples in a specially developed test chamber, were recorded by double exposure holography. A fringe pattern superimposed on the image of the valve reconstructed from the hologram clearly indicates the presence of even the slightest defect in the valve material. Our experimental results demonstrate the ability of non-destructive holographic screening testing to detect defects or weaknesses which may potentially lead to dysfunction in replacement valves.